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Forty.7 ur s'econd artd,fOur:th.grade subjects wete-
0 0'

giveria lesson consisting of 25 facts to learn and re-

Meber. Half the group learned the facts in a context°

g4-

containing'superord 'fate statements (topic sentences),
"

the other hilf with oo-ordinat12. e (related) statements_.

°Half of .the subjects wentthroughfree recall sessions

before the retention teat while half did not., Sigrafi--

Cantly,greAter recall ebd recognition was found for

second grade subjects going through co-ordinate learniTig

and free recall retention treatments, and fourth grade

subjects going through.superordinate learning and straight
0

v,
retention treatments.' Free recall. sessions were taped ,

and analyzed. Implications for cognitive-deVelopmentel

instructionalresearch-and' modes are discussed.
° e
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ine Erfectsor aSurierordfffateCcalte-gt ori7t-heUAtffing
and Retention of Facts for

Second and Fourth Grade Children

,INTRODUCTION

The effects of differential instrilictionil:modes on

4

children's learning has lohg been an IsSue'among theor-

'ists in educational psychology. Ausubel (1968) proposed

that meaningful learning acturred when potentially mean-

. ingful ideas were incorporated into pre-existing.cognitive

structures and anchored through the 'use of "advance Organ-
%

izerS." Rothkbpf (1,968) also found that text embedded

questions, relevantto the material being remembered,

produced marked effects on meaningful learning and reten-

tion. Extending these ideas, Gagne (1969) compared the

relative effectiveness of providing fourth.and fkfth

grade subject's with a illperorilinafe context for the learn-
#

ing and retention'f facts, Ind found that providing a

"topic sentence'which.organized
-

f-61lowing sentences, was

more effectiVe than a corollary condition in, which co

ordinate Sentences (othe'rfacts) were substituted for the

topic sentences. In a later study, Gagne and Wiegand

(1970) compared superordinate and co-ordinate manipulators

at both learning and retention. In contrast to the ear-

li'er study," )1o1.4ever, there was no, advantage for* the super-

ordinate context at learning, but a superdrdinate context
1

provided at retention did result in significantly higher

4
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t -recognition. tAgne and . ou or

iscrepan resu y noting thatthe later study had
...-

Ai-t--s
_ "------ _ _._

;included only-fourth &rade 'subjects , --alluding toNdevelop-.

mental differences in subject perforMance.
0

In a replication _and extension'of.the Gagne Band -Wie-

oo,

gand study, Cunningham, Pastore and Mizokawa t1974) ex-

plored the effects of developmental differences in child- -

2
. 0

rent's learning. Third and fifth grade` subject's were given

a combination'of superordinate (topic) and/or co-ordinate

(no topic) presentations at both learning and/retettion. 4

Recall and recognition tests revealed that the topic-no
V-.

topic (T-NT) combination was most conducive .to both re-.

cognition and recall, indicating that,children of this
(1. 0

age group might learn more effectively if,_0 given the case

to organize infOrmatidh, they are allovied%o genate'..
0

0

and use0.their..own organizers. Although fifth grade sub-' ' . A

6
jects did relatively better than third grade subjects'

across treatments, d stinct.developmental differences in

the storage an retrieval -of information were not found.,

The present gtudy was set .up to providea more com-
.,

plete.understanding' of the storage and. retrieval proo'esses

0
of,developmentally different youngsters. Here, second

0

and fourth grade elbjects were given differential learning
$*

`o° treements.and their perforinance on
CP
recovitoi.on, cued

0

reball and free recall tasks was examined.

.
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METHOD

3,

r

Subjects

Forty-four second and fourth.grade students from

a local elemepary schoolserved as subjects. Ages ranged

f&m 7.5 to 11.5 years. Groups were divided approximately,

evenly by sex, and subjects were randomly assigned to one

*I-

A

*

of four experimental treatments, within classes.

Design and Procedures

.A 2 x 2 x.2 factorial ;design was used. Factor

done was learning treatment (superordinate or co-ordinate),

0
factor two, retention treatment (free recall or straight

0 o c
4 .*

retention)Isand factor three, grade level (seCond or fourth)`.
o 4

ii
Classes were divided d intotwo groups, with lone group being

0

0
a perken to another room, the other remaining in class. This

.

, . .

t procedure was munterbalanced acrosereatments,..

e

* d After an Tntroductory talk accompanied by slides,
/ .. 0

. . .

`thelsubjects were given,a 25 sentence lesson on Howler

monkep, presented onc sentenCe at a time% The sentences
A I

(facts)'Were presented on sliddls (projected on:a screen)
IR $ .4

. and read twice to the subjects. The subjects followed, :,

C , , '.., 0.
.

along in bo lets provided them, filling-in a key word

which was deleted from each sentence in thein booklets.
.

.

.

jThe subjects were instructed to simply copy the missing
/

.1
Word off the screen' into ;heir booklets (this copying

. procedure provided assurance that the material was ipit-

jolly learned). During the second.readig
t
of the sentence,
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_the_word_nlane was used where_ appropriate. The total
ti

intermitgm-intermal wao-approximately_29 seconds.

a-

Superordinate and co-ordinate learninetreat-

meats differed in two ways. Before each set of five
cir -

'slides. a blank slide appeared o- n the screen for'five

seconds. During this interval in the superordinate con-

dition,-the experimenter said,- "This sentence tells What-

the next few are all. about," and a sentence whiCh'pre-

suMably organized the next four Sentences followed. In

the coordinate cpndition, the experimenter said, "The

next few sentencesgo together," and a sentence with a

fact parallel to the next' -four followed. The superordin-

ate or co-ordinate sentences appeared at positions 1, IE,
. 1

t ,

11, 16 and 21. The other 2_0 Context Sentence& were iden-

tical in both conditions.

(--

Two days later the-subjects
e

were reassembled
.

..,

for the retention sessions. Each learning &oup di- .

vided again, one half going to-Tree ziecall (FR)-sessions

before the retention test, the...ye aining half going

straight to the reAntion'test. the subjects in the free

recall group were taken one at a to a separate rpom

whereeach subject's re§poilses we e taped. 'Following

that, they were assembled in a group and given the re-
.

tention test.

There were five facts which the experimenter

deteimined to'assess fot retention. These appeared two

'slides after the superordinate or co-ordinate sentence

A

J.
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,--771T7a.RffiER17757-7Five, at positions11,- 8 ",:131-i8 d

G Retention was measured by means of a five page booklet)
Nh.

Q each page' of which contained fo sentences with a blank.

One of the sentences on each page was a paraphrase of the

fast to b'eemembered, the Other three misleads. The

subjects were to check the fact they had learned (provi-
ci

* ding a measure of recognitiop) and were then to complete

he blank (providing measure of`pecall). To account

r variance in reading ability,.all retention materials

were:read aloud to the subject! by an unbiased reader who

had no 'knowledge of the learned materials.

**RESULTS: .,1

Separattanalysds of variance were conducted on

recbgnition, recall given.recogni.tion with synonymsal-

lowed, andverbalim,recall given recog4tion.

Recognition resulted in a significant learning X

grade level interaction, with second, grkde subjects_per-
t

.

forming better, on' the co-ordinate (npstopic) learning

. 'treatment while fourth grade subjects performed 'better

op;:the superOrdinate (topic sentence) treatment, F (1,43)

4.71, 2 <
. 1

, Recall given recognition with synonyms allowed re-

,sulted,in a significant retention X grade level inter-
,

action, F (1,43) 17, 4.02, 2 < .05, with free recall ses-

sions prior to the retentiortest facilitating second

,

.
'grade subject xecall and notfa-C1-1--1.ia*_tti.rig- (perhaps inter-

.

18
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signori ant main-effect for-retention treatterf-ty-IWM-----

the straight retention test, rather than the free recall

gession before retention, resulting in significantly

better verbatim recall, F(1,45) = 4.27, E < .05.

All three measures resulted in a significant main

effect for grade level, with fourth grade subjepts per-

forming better than second grade subjects..

A descriptive analysis of the free recall, sessions
V

resulted in a word, idea and correct idea count. A t-test

of significance was run on item combinations.'

The word count analysis revealed that fourth grade

sub(ects produced more words during free recall sessions..

Foutth gtade subject in the superordinate (topic sen.-

tence) learning condition had a slightly higher word

'count than other groups.

The idea and correct idea count revealed similar

results. 'A significant (p <, .01) idea and correct i4a
,f7

count for fourth grade subjects, with topic (T),fourth *

grade subjects and no topic '(NT) second grade subjects

performing better than other learning treatment -X grade
isk

level groups.

.All three measures resulted In higher,,male perfor-

mance, with fourth grade male word count resulting in

significantly higher totals than foutth grade female

, word count, t(42) = 2.08, E <

,1
4 9
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K.

am, Pastore and Mizokawa (19/4) nterpretbd

data.-td-indidate that third ar0 fifth grade young-

sters might learn more effectively if, given the cue to

organize information', they are allowed to devise and use

their own organizers. The significant learning X reten-

tion'treatuient infeactions'fbr this study clarify and

extend those conclusions.
I

'Second grade subjects performed better on recogni-

tion when the learning treatment' focused attentiOp on

the structural elements of the sentences. The lead -in

sentence ("The next few sentences go together") and the'

first (organizer) sentence inoeach group, provided.cues

that focused-the subjects on the content, and style of

following sentences. -Conversely, fourth grade subjects

performed better when their attention was kocused on the

meaning of the sentences. The,lead-in sentence ("This' ,

sentence tells what the next ETA are all abOyt.") and

the: first (organizer) sentence, in le ,tAaiment, pro-

vided semantic cues for subjects.
. *

. 0

Likewise, results for recall (given recognitiOn with

synonyms. allowed) showed second grade -subjects performing

better when given a free recall sekskn that might have

structurally organized thinking processes. For fourth'
#,

grade subjects, however, extra 'structure provided at

retention appeared to interfere with processing. Cunning=

ham, Pastore and Mizokawa (1974) also found that adding .

10
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_ with processing, especially for Older (fifth grade) bUfJ

jects.

Information from free re all sessions supplemented
.

the, preceding,results superordinate learrg treatment_
. /

fourth grade subjects and co,-ordinate learning' treatme

second grade subjects p9xformed better on free reca
6 ,

tasks. Additionally, the free recall sessions provided

further information on'the distinct proceSsing Skills of

the different groups. For example, second grade subjects

tended to remember isolated facts, brought up one at a

time. Also, second grade subjects attempted to give
N,

verbatim responses. Fourth grade subjects, however, tended
e

to remember'groups of.items - their statements readily
.

leading from one item to another. These gro ps of items

were normally organized around a theme (su as "all 'the

things monkeys do in trees ") ,and appeare to be connecte'd'

semantically. ,Additionalli, fourth grade subjects para-
...

phrased more readily and used synonyms more frequeritly

/

during the free recall segsions.,

The 'seldifference n free

further information concernin

appeared that the subjects

jects, often remem

'remembered acti0

formance added

?la processing.'

especially fourth gra e sub-'

red sex-appropriate facts - i. -T5bys

male oriente9l facts ile girls remem--

4

bered d9mest -female oriente ones. The protocol'inad-
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1,1an omebta.u- female ur+eilte uke , and may leave
A'

buted"to theower-fe

1 b
4

To summarize , /this` study- showed that' younger

ren appear.to,P ocess information through the use,

ceptuai,ortrotural., cues. Conversely, older

ren appear .(:) proCess through the use of semantic
} '

/ A

orgdniiing information into meaningful units, tyin
..

/.... . , ,

formationitogether with organizational schemes rel
,1 '

,,.. .

to them. Older-children use techniques that make
. -

Atorage and retrieval processes more efficient.

These differences in child processing correli

with the different charaoferistics of child n in'

developmental stages of concrete and abst oper

outlined by,Piaget (1960). According to Piaget, c

in beginning concret ,ope ations (normally between

ages Of seven to eight, as.the second grade subje

in this-Stu-dywere) are bound by external phenomen

tpeir-understanding of events. Perceptual, cues, b

Auditork and visual, influence their comprehension

//
Children in. beginning abstract operations' (normall

tween the ages of_10 to 11, as the, fourth grade Su

in this study were). are not 'as externally bound, b

.Amore capab of.internai organization and are tker

able to abstract fillies or principles, to use in co
.

.

\

hending/events,, They have the ability to-understi

If

10
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a deeper, more semantic level and can make generalize-
i

I

'10

tions that enable them to process information more effect-
-

ively (Piaget and Inhelder, 1969).

Results from this study provide ins is into the

storage and retrieval processes of developmentally dif-

ferent chi ldren. Thitese results haveimplication for

both. cognitive developmental research in this y ea, 'and'

instructional theory'and practice, especially in the area

of reading or language arts. . 9

ma*

.;
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